with the assumption of small motion displacements in sequences, templates can he matched successfilly hy SSD (sum-squared-di~erence) optimization technique. In this paper: two crucial modifications are proposed to improve the original SSD tracking. First, templates are dynamically updated for each kame. Thus, instead of designing complicated parametric models to -lain various image distortions in tracking sequences, more eflcient and compact parametric models, say the pure translation model, can he adopted. Second, rotation and scale can be incorporated into a translation motion model after a Log-polar transfannation. Extensive experimental results peformed on live video sequences show the effectiveness and advantage of our approach.
Introduction
Visual tracking has emerged as an active research field in several applications including HCI [ [8] related to image correlation imply a good solution to this challenging problem. With the assumption of small displacements between two consecutive frames, object can he tracked successfully by optimizing some matching criterions with respect to image deformations. Hager 13.1 proposed a general and efficient SSD (sun-squared-difference) framework to track objects undergoing geometric distortion, changing illumination and partial occlusion. Their work further showed that the computations needed to perform SSD optimization can be factored to greatly improve algorithm efficiency. After introducing twist motion and exponential maps, Bregler [I] reformulated SSD framework to the problem of articulated human body tracking in 3D space. Most of the previous attempts mainly focused on developing more accurate and complex 2D/3D parametric models to account for the image changes caused by geometry deformations, perspective projection, non-rigid object distortions and illumination changes etc. Unfortunately, complicated parametric models may bring several unexpected results. First, considerable increases in the computational effort required to establish correspondence are conflicted with the real-time applications. Secondly, for some applications, say face tracking, pose relative to viewing camera leads to dramatic appearance changes usually failed to be 0-7803-8603-5/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE 723 modeled accurately. On the other hand, we noticed that a legal or mild human motion implies continuous image changes in sequences. Hence, instead of using complicated parametric models to interpret the image warps between the current frame and a static template obtained at the initial time, we propose a simple and low-order parametric (pure translation) model to describe the appearance changes between the current frame and a dynamic template, which is updated according to the content in the previous frame. Furthermore, by a Log-polar transformation, a pure translation model can account for the image variations caused by rotation and scale.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we show the principle of SSD optimization.
Then, the comparisons between two types of SSD trackers (static template plus a f f i e motion model vs. dynamic template plus pure translation model) will be performed in detail. Section 3 introduces Log-polar transformation to incorporate the rotation and scale into the tracker with the pure translation model. Section 4 shows the work of a real-time tracking platform. Finally, we present a short discussion of conclusion.
SSD Region Tracking

Algorithm definition
The 2D changes of image appearance under orthographic projection can be viewed as affine motion described by a six-parameter vector U(al, a2, a3, a4, h, dy). For a point (x,, y,) at time t, the new point (X,+I, y ,+,) at time t+l after an affine motion can be defined as:
Then the SSD objective function can be evaluated with respect to a set of points in the target region R: 
Motion template
Each component in the Jucobian matrix M can be treated as one unique motion template. Thus, Equation (5) can be described by a weighted combination of all motion templates to explain the temporal variation of image intensity, i.e. I,. In this sense, the whole SSD optimization can be treated as an iterative process of searching the best weight set, i.e. the values of incremental motions. For different motion templates, we can divide them into two categories. For pure translations along vertical and horizontal directions, they are equal to the basic image gradients. Hence, the variations caused by these two motion templates are totally coincident with the image change itself. For other complicated motions, say rotation and scale, the motion templates are defmed as a combination of the image gradients and the partial derivative terms. This difference between the two categories clarifies the fact that motion templates in f m t category are more intuitive and robust cues to interpret the image changes.
Implementation and evaluation
In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 (For STAMtracker, target will be lost in the 67,h and 12,h frame in these two videos. Due to the page limitation, we don't present the visual results for this tracker. )
Figure 3: Some tracking results of DTTM tracker
We tested the two trackers by two typical video clips under various situations l i e dramatic pose variations, fast translation and illumination changes. In our implementation, we choose the region containing the mouth and the nose as our target, since this region contains abundant and stable image gradients. In our experiments, we observe that the DTTM tracker works much more robust than the STAM tracker. Moreover, the computation efficiency is also an important factor to be considered, which implies a small region preferred for time-sensitive applications. The DTTM tracker is twice as fast as the STAM due to the extra affine warp computations required for the Iatter. Now, dynamical template technique is verified to be superior to that of static template, we further observe the different performance between an atfine motion model and a pure translation model if dynamical template is adopted. Basically, the SSD residual value, i.e. the O(u) defined in Equation (2), intuitively reflects the ability for a motion model to interpret the image changes after a homogenous transformation between two consecutive frames. In Fig. 4 , the red curve depicts the SSD residuals if a pure translation model is adopted, while the blue curve indicates the SSD residuals of an affine motion model. We can observe the two curves are pretty close, which implies these two motion models have the similar tracking accuracy. On the other hand, the affine motion model obviously requires more computation time and leads to hard convergence. Hence, we believe the dynamic template technique plus the pure translation model is the best choice for SSD tracking, in the senses of both the tracking accuracy and the computation efticiency. :;-a0 "30, .,400" 
Log-polar Transformation
Although DTTM tracker can work pretty well under many challenging situations, it doesn't restore rotation and scale motions, which are crucial cues for some further processing, say face recognition and posture estimation. In this section, we exploit the way to incorporate more types of motions into the SSD tracker without compromising performance much. As we know, rotation and scale can be treated as pure translation aAer applying a Log-polar transformation. Assuming A$ and AY in the Cartesian coordinates system, we translate rotation and scale into a translation manner in the Logpolar coordinates systems as follows:
After transforming the original image by Equation ( 6 , 7), an enhanced tracker derived from DTTM tracker, EDTTM (enhanced DTTM), is detailed in Fig. 5 . Thus, besides translation, rotation and scale can be restored during tracking. It should be noted that we do not replace the pure translation model with other complicated models. Instead, we only transform the image from the Cartesian coordinates system to the Log-polar coordinates system in advance.
For each frame in image sequences:
1.
II.
Applying DTTM tracker to the original image.
Transforming image from Cartesian space to Logpolar space.
Applying DTTM tracker to the new generated image in Log-polar space.
Transforming incremental motions from Log-polor coordinates 10 Cartesian coordinates. 
Real-time Attention Tracking System
Based on the developed tracker, we built a real-time ATS (Attention Tracking System) platform by positioning a web-camera atop the computer monitor. In our system, a powerful and efficient nose detector [9] is implemented to initialize the system, and reset the system while full occlusions or exceptional SSD residuals occurred. As a core part of the ATS platform, D U M and EDTTM tracker are used to track the human face in the video sequences. We also developed a pose estimation algorithm [12] , and hence the ATS platform is able to report the attention direction of a computer user in real-time with single camera. The attentive document window is activated automatically when the user tums to it and the mousekeyboard cursor is put at the original position automatically, so that the user is able to switch among multiple windows without mouse motion. The system achieves real-time (ISfiame/s) performance on a P4 2GHz CPU and a typical USB web camera with resolution of 320*240 pixel is used. Figure 6 presents a full test on our ATS platform including various types of face motions like translation, yaw and in-plane rotation. In addition, dramatic face expressions, partial occlusions are contained in this video. As it shown, the whole system works pretty well and the tracking results seem quite stable in a long image sequence. Our powerful nose detector can resume the whole system in time of need. Finally, the 
Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we proposed robust and efficient SSD trackers using dynamic template technique and Logpolar transformation. According to the extensive experimental results, we validated that dynamic template technique plus a compact translation model is superior to other combinations, say static template plus an affie motion model. Further, we applied Polar-log transformation to the original image, and then we can report more types of motions (rotation and scale) without introducing more complicated motion models.
In section 4, we show the effectiveness and advantage of our tracker by integrating it into the Attention Tracking System (ATS) platform.
For future works, we will consider incorporating our region tracking algorithm into a global 3D probabilistic framework (particle filter [6] , for example) to overcome some of the difficulties inherent in simple 2D tracking techniques. Moreover, the methods to combine multiclues (shape, color and appearance) can be further studied as a co-inference tracking problem [IO] .
